Parking and Directions

The EECS building is located at P8 and the nearest visitor parking lots are the red lots located at N7 (2260 Hayward Street, Ann Arbor MI 48109) and N8 (1226 Murfin Ave, Ann Arbor MI 48109). These lots have a central pay machine which accepts coin, currency and credit cards (American Express, Discover, MasterCard and VISA).

If you have a blue or gold UM parking permit, please park in lot NC60 (located at Q9), lot NC27 (located at N8), or lot NC48 (blue only - located at N7).

Directions to Professor Gianchandani’s office once inside EECS Building. Proceed to the center of the building where you will find 3 elevators. Take one of these to the 2nd floor. Exit elevator and turn left. Walk to end of hallway and turn left. Walk to end of hallway and turn right into suite area. Professor Gianchandani’s office is located to the left (2403 EECS).